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µ-LNG plants
Integrated Conditioning
Liquefaction Units
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Issues? 
Opportunities?

• LNG Small Scale;
• No available LNG 

solutions on the 
market;

• 40-60% of Biogas 
plants does not have
access to an existing
Natural Gas pipeline
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(Round Trip)

LNG vs CNG as Natural Gas Virtual Network

Fuel Cost Including Delivery
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Integrated Conditioning + Liquefaction

4

600 kg/hr
LNG
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Other Sources
(wells, import, etc)

UNI 7133
Odorizing
+ up to 32 mg/Sm3 
Sulfur

H2S ≤ 5 mg/Sm3
Siloxanes ≤ 1 mg/Sm3

Biomethane
Plant

Transport
Network

Biomethane
Plant

Check-point:
EN 16723-1

+ UNI/TR 11537

Check-point:
EN 16723-2

Distribution 
Network

Other Users
(Business, Home, etc)

LNG-Tank

Biomethane
Plant

Tot. Sulfur ≤ 20 mg/Sm3
H2S ≤ 5 mg/Sm3
Siloxanes ≤ 1 mg/Sm3

Biomethane
Plant

Micro-LNG

Off-grid Bio-LNG

H2S ≤ 2 mg/Sm3
Siloxanes ≤ 0,3 
Methane Number > 90MN

Tot. Sulfur ≤ 30 mg/Sm3
Siloxanes ≤ 0,3 mg/Sm3

Tot. Sulfur ≤ 20 mg/Sm3
H2S ≤ 5 mg/Sm3

Odorized

Tot. Sulfur
Siloxanes

Tot. Sulfur ≤ 30 mg/Sm3
Siloxanes ≤ 0,3 mg/Sm3

LNG: the Best Fuel Quality
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Transfer 
Vessel

Integrated Conditioning and Liquefaction Units
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Regenerator

Step 1: Compression
Helium gas is compressed
Gas temperature rises

Step 2: Cooling
Compression heat is removed;
The helium gas is pre-cooled in the 
regenerator before expansion starts

Step 3: Expansion
By expansion, energy is extracted from 
the gas and thereby the temperature 
goes down thus cooling the cold head

Step 4: Displacement
Gas is displaced back to the compression space; the 
cold from the helium gas is stored in the regenerator 
during displacement to step 1

Cryogenic Cooling: Stirling Reverse Thermodynamic Cycle
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LNG condenser head 
(Heat Exchanger)

He compression space

He expansion space

He regenerator

He cooler

He displacer

He piston

LNG is not in contact with 
the mechanical parts

The Stirling Cryogenerator
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Typical Layout for 10 tpd LNG Installation
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Main Features:
• Integrated solution “Purification + Liquefaction”
• LNG Quality (Automotive: MN>80, other applications MN>90)

• Greater vehicle efficiency +20% (less fuel consumption)
• Lower maintenance costs (+ vehicle availability and less costs) 

• Operating pressures from 6 to 20 barg while delivering LNG product at 
low pressures (LNG @ 2-4 barg or lower)  

• “Plug and Play” and Modular design (currently we deliver modules from 1 
and up to 20 tpd)

• Scalable for future growth (allows to grow/invest along with demand) 
• Energy Efficiency: from 0,60 kWh/kg LNG 

(0,80 kWh/kg LNG including chilled water generation)
• High Uptime (>8.400 h/y)
• Experience from the field and broad assistance network worldwide

Our Technology Takeaways
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• Liquid Nitrogen cycle

• Cryogenic Cycle for micro-scale Liquefaction 

LNG main Process Options

LNG produced with 
< 0,90 kWh/kg

= EUR 0,04-0,15/kgLNG

Power Cost
0,05-0,16 EUR/kWh

LNG produced with 
2,4 kgN2/kgLNG

(1,6 Sm3N2/Sm3NG)
= EUR 0,34/kgLNG
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• >3.000 projects installed 
since 1955

• > 60 years of experience 
in liquefaction

• Tailor made design by 
in-house engineering

• Standardised solutions 
where applicable

• Worldwide operations 
and service network

References in Cryogenic Liquefaction
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References in Natural Gas Liquefaction
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3 ton/day BOG - LNG Bunkering for Shell, Antwerp/Rotterdam (March 2019)
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References in Natural Gas Liquefaction
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6 ton/day BOG - LNG Bunkering for TOTE, Jacksonville, USA (Sep 2018)
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References in Natural Gas Liquefaction
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1 ton/day Bio-LNG plant Foggia, Italy (Sep 2018)

References in Natural Gas Liquefaction
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2 ton/day Test plant in USA

References in Natural Gas Liquefaction
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Stirling Cryogenics designs, builds and supplies cryogenic solutions based on the (reversed)
Stirling thermodynamic cycle, with a long history, highly reliable record and high efficiency,
with over 3,000 installations world wide.

Our main products are stand-alone liquid Nitrogen production systems (StirLIN’s), which
produce liquid Nitrogen (LN2) on site and custom made cryogenic cooling systems based on our
Stirling Cryocoolers (Liquid Oxygen, Methane, Argon, Helium and CO2, besides Nitrogen)

Typical applications are:
• Biotech (Cryo-storage: Cell, Tissue, insemination)
• Healthcare (on-site LOX)
• High Temperature Superconductors (HTS)
• MRI magnet cooling and Nuclear applications
• Space simulation chambers
• LNG/Bio-gas liquefaction, Boil-off recovery and Maritime
• Space Observatories

Stirling Cryogenics
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HYSYTECH is an engineering company,
specialized in the design, development
and industrial implementation of new
turn-key process technologies and
equipment. HYSYTECH is the owner of
STIRLING CRYOGENICS.

Our skills start from the know-how in
chemical and process engineering, up to
commissioning, monitoring and
maintenance.

We operate mainly in the field of
generation, treatment and recovery of
industrial gases, organic liquids and
energy, according to the best
engineering practices, also through the
implementation of our technologies.
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HYSTECH
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Sales and Service Agency Network

Stirling Cryogenics
Son, The Netherlands

HYSYTECH
Turin, Italy

Agents: 30 (Sales & Service) 
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Contact Info

Disclaimer
The information contained in this document is for background purposes only and is subject to amendment, revision and updating. Certain statements contained in this document may be
statements of future expectations and other forward-looking statements that are based on management's current views and assumptions and involve known and unknown risks and
uncertainties. In addition to statements which are forward looking by reason of context, including without limitation, statements referring to risk limitations, operational profitability, financial
strength, performance targets, profitable growth opportunities, and risk adequate pricing, as well as the words "may, will, should, expects, plans, intends, anticipates, believes, estimates,
predicts, or continue", "potential, future, or further", and similar expressions identify forward-looking statements. By their nature, forward-looking statements involve a number of risks,
uncertainties and assumptions which could cause actual results or events to differ materially from those expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements. These include, among other
factors, changing business or other market conditions and the prospects for growth anticipated by the Hysytech management. These and other factors could adversely affect the outcome and
financial effects of the plans and events described herein. Statements contained in this document regarding past trends or activities should not be taken as a given that such trends or activities
will continue in the future. Hysytech does not undertake any obligation to update or revise any statements contained in this document, whether as a result of new information, future events or
otherwise. In particular, you should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements, which speak only as of the date of this document.

Andres Saldivia
Managing Partner
andres.saldivia@stirlingcryogenics.eu
mobile: +39 338 4912301

Arjan Coenradie
Managing Director 
a.coenradie@stirlingcryogenics.eu 
mobile: +31 6 1294099 

Office & Manufacturing:
Science Park Eindhoven 5003 
5692 EB Son, NETHERLANDS

Head Office:
Strada del Drosso, 33/18
10135 Turin, ITALY


